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Improved Collaborative Transport Planning at
Dutch Logistics Service Provider Fritom
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We study the collaborative transport planning for two autonomous business units of Fritom, a Dutch logistics
service provider. This difficult planning problem does not fit any existing type of vehicle routing problem
proposed in the academic literature; therefore, we define a new problem class, the generalized pickup and delivery
problem. We also propose and evaluate methods to structure and improve Fritom’s existing collaborative transport
planning process. Using an extensive real-world data set from Fritom, our experiments show that our proposed
methods significantly outperform Fritom’s collaborative planning approach in total travel distance. We formulate
managerial recommendations for Fritom and describe the implementation process for these recommendations.
Finally, we present several recommendations for future research.
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In this paper, we study the collaboration between
two business units of Fritom, a Dutch logistics ser-

vice provider, and propose alternatives to improve its
collaborative transport planning. Fritom consists of
seven autonomous business units that provide a range
of logistics services, such as warehousing, value-added
logistics, liquid-food logistics, freight forwarding, and
freight transportation. Each business unit has its own
profit and loss responsibilities to Fritom, the holding
company, which has a combined annual turnover of
approximately E150 million. Domestic freight trans-
portation, which is fulfilled by two business units that
were, until recently, independently owned freight carri-
ers, represents a large part of Fritom’s business. To date,
each of these business units houses an autonomous
planning and customer relations department, which
receives and handles requests for transportation. The
network configuration of each business unit consists
of a single depot from which pickup and delivery
locations are serviced.

Recently, the two business units started to collaborate
in providing domestic transportation services. The
result was a new joint network configuration. The
joint network consists of two depots that serve as a
home base for trucks and can be used for transporting

loads from pickup to delivery locations. In this paper,
we show how the combination of such individual
network configurations led to a new type of vehicle
routing problem, which had not been addressed in
the literature. The main modeling challenges for this
new problem type reside in determining how to best
route loads through the joint network (i.e., directly or
via one or both depots). We also extensively study the
environment at Fritom, provide alternatives for this
collaborative planning approach, and evaluate those
alternatives using one year of Fritom’s data.

The two business units that fulfill all domestic trans-
portation services of the Fritom holding company
are Veenstra �Fritom (V �F) and Sanders �Fritom (S �F).
Unit V �F operates a depot in the north of the Nether-
lands; S �F operates one in the south. In principle,
because additional resources can be chartered when
needed, an unlimited fleet of trucks is available at these
depots. Each business unit houses an autonomous
planning department, which processes transportation
requests received from a large number of customers
and from Fritom’s other business units. An analysis
of transactional data from 2012 revealed that V �F
received about 300 requests each day; S �F received
about 500. The requests vary substantially in load
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size, time restrictions, and pickup and delivery loca-
tions; however, the majority of requests specify a small
load. The average load size is less than three Euro-
pallets. A Euro-pallet is a four-way pallet that measures
1,200 × 800 × 144 millimeters. Most requests are charac-
terized by loose time restrictions for visiting the pickup
and delivery locations. For example, the pickup of a
load might occur between 8 am and 5 pm on day 1
and its delivery might be between 9 am and 6 pm on
day 2. A single request can specify multiple pickups
and (or) deliveries. Because of the traditional regional
contacts of the business units, the pickup locations of
most loads are near the depot of the business unit that
receives the requests. Delivery locations are geographi-
cally dispersed across the Netherlands. The average
distance between a pickup and delivery location is
about 100 kilometers.

The problem of planning Fritom’s domestic trans-
portation entails the construction of routes to pick up
and deliver loads, as specified in the requests received.
The objective is to minimize the overall transportation
costs, for which the total travel distance is a key driver.
At V �F and S �F, planners manually construct routes.
They are supported by a transportation management
system that contains information on all transportation
requests and visually represents the constructed routes
on a map. Route planning decisions at both V �F and
S �F are made in two shifts, a day shift and an evening
shift. During the evening shift, one or two planners
construct routes for a set of requests that are to be
fulfilled the next day. During the day shift, a group
of two or three planners construct new routes to ful-
fill newly arriving requests. Moreover, the planners
can dynamically insert loads into existing, ongoing
routes. Transportation requests that are not addressed
during the day shift are addressed in the subsequent
evening shift.

The planners have several options to fulfill a trans-
portation request. Specifically, a load can be trans-
ported directly from its pickup to its delivery location
(i.e., without an intermediate stop at a depot), or it
can be redirected to a depot. The planners redirect
most loads to a depot, where they stay overnight.
A redirected load usually arrives at the depot in the
late afternoon and departs from that depot early the
next morning. This is the default fulfillment option for
three main reasons. First, it enhances the opportunities

for consolidation and enables the planners to more
easily identify those opportunities. Because of the many
small loads, consolidation is imperative for sustainable
and cost-effective transportation. Second, by redirecting
most loads to a depot, dynamically inserting loads
from new requests into already planned transporta-
tion routes is easier. Consequently, Fritom can accept
virtually all requests, and also uphold a high service
level. Third, the time restrictions for most requests
simply allow for redirection with an overnight stay at
the depot (i.e., 97 percent in 2012). In 2012, 29 percent
of the requests even required an overnight stay. An
example of the latter type of request is a load with a
single pickup and multiple geographically dispersed
delivery locations, which a single truck cannot fulfill
within the specified time restrictions.

Redirecting loads to a depot is the default fulfillment
option; however, in 2012, three percent of Fritom’s
requests did not allow for transportation with an
overnight stay at the depot. In addition, the planners
seek opportunities to reduce transportation costs by
directly transporting loads that would in principle
allow for an overnight stay. The planners consider
three types of vehicle routes to directly transport loads
from pickup to delivery locations. First, a single request
can be fulfilled using a dedicated truck. Second, a
single truck can fulfill the pickup and delivery for a
set of requests. Third, a load can be picked up and
delivered by a single truck that also carries loads that
are to be transshipped overnight at the depot. Overall,
the planners can fulfill requests using many types
of vehicle routes. Fritom believes that this flexibility
in routing provides a strong competitive advantage
because it results in low transportation costs and high
service levels.

In recent years, several logistics service providers
with multiple depots have adopted a centralized plan-
ning approach; all information about transportation
requests, fulfillment costs, and the availability of logis-
tics resources—and all route planning decisions—are
transferred to a central planning authority (Demir et al.
2014). Many other logistics service providers, such
as Fritom, have formed horizontal coalitions, where
individual depots retain at least some autonomy in
making planning decisions. Fritom’s business units V �F
and S �F successfully deployed such a collaborative
structure to reduce costs and improve the sustainability
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of their domestic transportation. During the day shift,
planners at each business unit determine, for each
arriving request, whether its pickup, or pickup and
delivery, can be better executed by the other business
unit; they manually identify such opportunities. Most
collaborative efforts take place during the evening shift
when planners seek opportunities to exchange delivery
loads that were redirected to a depot. Specifically, the
planners consider which of the loads that are—or will
arrive soon—at their depots can be delivered better by
the other business unit. These loads are then transferred
between the two depots.

The exchange of delivery loads between the two
depots is facilitated by a shuttle service, which currently
operates according to the following decision rules. The
shuttle has a fixed daily capacity of two truckloads with
preset departure times in the evening so that the trans-
ferred loads can be incorporated into the next day’s
vehicle routes departing from the other depot. Each
business unit decides autonomously which of its deliv-
ery loads are to be fulfilled by the other business unit.
Planners at V �F (in the north) start considering loads
with the most southern delivery location—working
their way up until both shuttle trailers are fully loaded.
Planners at S �F start considering loads with the most
northern delivery location. Whether a load is assigned
to a shuttle trailer is determined manually and from a
unilateral perspective. Accordingly, loads that can be
delivered cost effectively from a planner’s own depot
are seldom transferred—even when a transfer might
contribute to Fritom’s overall domestic transportation
performance.

Related Literature
The collaborative aspects of Fritom’s route-planning
problem relate to a fast-growing body of literature
on horizontal collaboration among freight carriers
(Cruijssen et al. 2007). Several solution methods have
been proposed to support planners in reallocating
transportation requests among collaborating carriers
(Berger and Bierwirth 2010, Schwind et al. 2009, Wang
et al. 2014). The objective of these methods is to exploit
the operational synergies that exist in collaborative
carrier networks and to enhance the network’s overall
routing efficiency. Assuming that individual freight
carriers want to retain at least some autonomy in

making routing decisions, the methods allow each
collaborating freight carrier to first define a subset of its
transportation requests as candidates for reallocation.
The carrier can then use combinatorial or Vickrey
auctioning techniques to reallocate requests in this
subset based on the difference between the costs of self-
fulfillment and the fulfillment costs of these requests
after reallocation. Prior solution methods differ in
their assumptions regarding the routing problem that
underlies the collaborative transport planning problem.
These assumptions not only define the collaborative
scenarios considered, but also influence how fulfillment
costs are computed. Therefore, before positioning our
alternative collaborative structures for Fritom based
on prior work, we provide an overview of relevant
vehicle routing literature.

The route-planning problem underlying Fritom’s
domestic transportation services is related to the
domain of pickup and delivery problems. A vast body
of operations research (OR) literature describes variants
of the pickup and delivery problem and proposes
solution approaches. Savelsbergh and Sol (1995) present
an overview of literature in that domain. Berbeglia et al.
(2007) and Parragh et al. (2006, 2008) each propose a
slightly different scheme to classify pickup and delivery
problems into two unique problem classes: the pickup
and delivery problem (PDP) and the vehicle routing
problem with backhauls (VRPB).

In the PDP, routes are constructed for a fleet of vehi-
cles, such that loads are transported from their origin
to their destination in a single vehicle route; that is,
they do not visit an intermediate depot (Savelsbergh
and Sol 1995). The VRPB is a special case of the PDP,
where either the origin or the destination of all loads is
at the depot (Goetschalckx and Jacobs-Blecha 1989).
Accordingly, vehicles depart from the depot carrying
all loads for delivery and arrive at the depot carrying
all loads that were picked up at the customer locations.
The literature includes heuristics for solving single-
and multiple-depot variants of the PDP (Ropke and
Pisinger 2006a) and VRPB (Nagy and Salhi 2005).

The PDP and VRPB each resemble a part of Fritom’s
routing problem. Those requests for which the pickup
and delivery locations have to be visited in a single-
vehicle route fit the PDP. Requests that must be redi-
rected to a depot can be modeled by means of two
VRPB requests in different planning periods. In the
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first period, a route picks up the load at its origin
and carries it to the depot. In a later period, another
route starts at that depot and carries the load to its
destination. The VRPB is based on the simplifying
assumption that each load is available at the depot
from which its delivery vehicle departs (Ropke and
Pisinger 2006b). In practical settings with multiple
depots, however, a planner chooses a depot to which
a load is redirected, after which the load must be
delivered from that specific depot.

The PDP assumes that a vehicle cannot visit a depot
while carrying loads. Accordingly, it cannot consider
requests that must be redirected to a depot. In con-
trast, the VRPB assumes that all loads for delivery are
located at a depot and that all loads for pickup are
destined for a depot. Requests that cannot be redi-
rected to a depot cannot be considered in the VRPB.
Furthermore, requests can have a fulfillment choice;
that is, they allow for redirecting a load to the depot,
but the requests could also be fulfilled in a single route.
At Fritom, for example, the percentage of requests with
such a fulfillment choice was 68 percent in 2012. The
routes for fulfilling those requests could be constructed
by modeling the problem as either a VRPB or a PDP. If
modeled as a PDP, the potential benefits from redirect-
ing a load to a depot are lost. Modeling the problem as
a VRPB may result in lost opportunities, which would
emerge from fulfilling a load’s pickup and delivery in
a single route. Thus, to find the best routes for requests
with a fulfillment choice, the decision on whether to
redirect a load to one or multiple depots should be
part of the routing model.

A subclass of the PDP allows loads to be transferred
between multiple vehicles; we refer to this as the PDP
with transfers (PDPT). In the PDPT, transfers can occur
only when the requests are fully serviced within a sin-
gle planning period; this differs from Fritom’s domestic
transportation problem. Moreover, existing PDPT solu-
tion methods can only solve small problem instances.
Mitrović-Minić and Laporte (2006) assess the benefit of
allowing transfers, and propose a heuristic that solves
instances of 50 and 100 requests with at most four
transfer points. Cortés et al. (2010) propose a branch-
and-cut algorithm to solve to optimality instances of
up to six requests, two vehicles, and one transfer point.
Rais et al. (2014) present mixed-integer programming
formulations for the PDPT with and without time

windows, and solve to optimality instances of five
and seven requests, and as many vehicles. In these
instances, transshipment is allowed at all nodes in the
network. Solution approaches for larger instances exist
for the dial-a-ride problem (DARP), which considers
the transportation of persons instead of goods. Masson
et al. (2013) propose a heuristic for instances up to 193
requests. These instances include a small number of
destinations compared to the number of origins. In
general, the DARP focuses on the transport service
quality, particularly with regard to the service time
and maximum number of transfers. Therefore, the time
windows are very strict, which considerably reduces
the number of feasible transfers.

In summary, existing pickup and delivery literature
only addresses aspects of the planning problems typi-
cally faced by collaborating freight carriers, such as
Fritom. A formal definition addressing the full extent
of this class of practical problems has not yet been for-
mulated in the literature, nor have solution approaches
been proposed.

Defining the Generalized Pickup and
Delivery Problem
In this section, we present a definition for a new class of
vehicle routing problems. This definition is inspired by
real-world routing problems as faced by collaborating
road-freight carriers in the less-than-truckload industry,
and particularly by Fritom. We refer to this class as
the generalized pickup and delivery problem (GPDP),
which is a further generalization of the general pickup
and delivery problem proposed in Savelsbergh and
Sol (1995). In particular, our definition relaxes the
constraints that a load must be transported from its
origin to its destination within a single planning period
and using one vehicle.

In the GPDP, vehicle routes have to be constructed
to satisfy a set of transportation requests subject to an
objective, such as minimizing the total travel distance.
For each load, a transportation request specifies its size,
origin, destination, and time windows for visiting the
origin and destination. Each of the multiple depots has
a fleet of vehicles to operate the routes. Each vehicle
has a given capacity, which may differ among vehicles.
A vehicle starts and ends its route at a specified depot
and visits a number of locations to pick up and deliver
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loads. During a route, the vehicle is allowed to visit
one or multiple depots for the transshipment of loads
(i.e., to drop off loads for pickup by other vehicles or to
pick up loads that were dropped off by other vehicles).
As long as the time windows are satisfied, the pickup
of a load can be performed in a planning period other
than its delivery period. Therefore, a vehicle can end its
route by dropping off loads at a depot for final delivery
in a future planning period. Similarly, a vehicle route
can start at a depot by picking up loads that were
dropped off in a previous planning period.

The above problem implies the following fulfillment
decisions for each request. A load can be transported
by means of either a single route or multiple routes.
If a load is to be transported from its origin to its
destination through multiple routes, decisions must
be made about the number of depots and the specific
depots to which the load should be redirected, and the
planning period in which parts of the transportation
are performed. Moreover, by considering multiple
periods, the GPDP takes into account the best depot to
which the loads should be redirected. We emphasize
that the characteristics of a particular request (e.g., time
windows) can result in multiple feasible fulfillment
options.

Proposed Alternative Collaborative
Configurations
The sustainability and cost effectiveness of Fritom’s
domestic transportation has considerably improved as
a result of the recent collaboration between the two
business units. Based on their positive experience with
collaboration thus far, Fritom’s managers expect addi-
tional improvements as they continue to develop their
collaborative structure. They seek quantitative evidence
supporting this expectation and anticipate innovative
OR tools will be required to successfully expand their
collaborative efforts. We began our research with this
as a business objective.

An optimal solution to the joint routing problem of
V �F and S �F would implicitly allocate the fulfillment
of requests to depots. As we explain in the Related Liter-
ature section, this problem does not match any existing
pickup and delivery formulation in the literature, and
the design of a solution approach entails tackling sev-
eral new modeling challenges. Finding a good solution

for the routing problem of each business unit sepa-
rately is less complex. Accordingly, academic literature
presents several solution methods for problems related
to Fritom’s joint routing problem. These methods first
allocate requests to depots and then separately solve
a standard vehicle routing problem for each depot.
They rely on the premise that reallocating requests
among collaborative carriers is an effective first step
toward finding a good solution to their underlying
joint routing problem.

Krajewska and Kopfer (2006) propose a combinatorial
auctioning method to reallocate requests, assuming that
the fulfillment costs for each combination of potentially
reallocated requests is known. Others have proposed
route-based request exchange methods. Schwind et al.
(2009), for example, propose an auctioning architecture
that evaluates the operational gains associated with
the reallocation of each combination of requests based
on the delivery routes of the individual carriers. Most
of the route-based exchange methods use a variant
of the PDP to derive fulfillment costs (Berger and
Bierwirth 2010, Krajewska et al. 2008, Wang et al. 2014).
By considering the PDP as underlying routing problem,
only the reallocation of full transportation requests is
addressed (i.e., requests fulfilled using a pickup and
delivery route without visiting an intermediary depot).

Within the joint routing problem of V �F and S �F,
we limit our problem scope to the exchange of delivery
loads. Hence, we consider all loads that are redirected
to one of the depots, but can be transferred to the
other depot for delivery to its destination. Appendix A
includes the mathematical model for this problem. We
adopted this specific problem scope for three reasons.
First, the majority of loads are currently redirected to a
depot. Therefore, we consider most loads for collabora-
tion in our proposed alternatives. Moreover, the scope
we selected does not impede the manual identifica-
tion of collaboration opportunities for loads that are
not redirected to a depot. Second, in Fritom’s current
organizational structure and procedures, the data of all
considered requests are available at the moment the
collaborative decisions are made. Third, the scope is
compatible with Fritom’s current method for collab-
oration. Overall, our scope increases the probability
that Fritom will implement the proposed alternatives;
this implementation is an important objective of our
research. We acknowledge that solving this problem
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will not yield an optimal or near-optimal solution to
the GPDP. Rather, our objective is to progress in solving
the joint routing problem that will occur when the
individual routing problems of V �F and S �F are fully
integrated.

Proposed Alternatives
Here, we propose and evaluate two alternative config-
urations for Fritom’s current collaboration. Appendix B
includes the pseudo codes for the alternatives.

Configuration 1: Fixed Geographical Division. Con-
figuration 1 divides the Netherlands into two parts,
in which V �F and S �F only deliver loads in their
respective part of the country. Such a division into
dedicated delivery areas is common in transportation
network design literature, where each depot in the
network is responsible for all transportation activities
within a fixed geographical area. Our basis for configu-
ration 1 stems from existing solution approaches in the
literature (e.g., Wasner and Zäpfel 2004).

Configuration 1 first allocates each delivery area
(a two-digit postcode area) to either V �F or S �F, and
then separately solves the resulting routing problems
for the deliveries from each depot. We adopted a
distance-based policy for the initial delivery-area alloca-
tion. That is, we allocated each delivery area to a depot
by finding the minimum of the distances between the
delivery area and each depot. We then improved the ini-
tial solution by quasi randomly reallocating individual,
and groups of, delivery areas around the geographical
division (i.e., in the middle of the Netherlands). We
evaluated the impact of each reallocation by simulating
the total travel distance related to delivering loads
over a full year of operations. The total travel distance
consists of the length of the vehicle routes delivering
loads from each depot and the kilometers driven by the
shuttle trucks required to transfer loads between those
depots. We simulated the lengths of V �F’s and S �F’s
delivery routes by constructing vehicle routes using
a modified version of the nearest-neighbor heuristic.
Our version of this heuristic includes parameters that
specify the capacity of the vehicles, the speed of the
vehicles, the stopping time at pickup and delivery
locations, and the maximum driving time. A load
must be transferred between depots when a particular
delivery-area allocation specifies that the delivery of
that load is to be fulfilled by a depot other than the one

that picked it up. Similar to the real-world situation
at Fritom, a shuttle trailer always makes a round-
trip between depots. As we discuss in Experimental
Results, we selected the delivery-area allocation with
the lowest total travel distance as representative in this
configuration.

Configuration 2: Variable Geographical Division.
Configuration 2 reallocates individual delivery loads
between V �F and S �F, while considering the impact
on daily total travel distance. The corresponding geo-
graphical division can vary from day to day. Moreover,
in contrast to configuration 1, this configuration allows
delivery areas to be visited from both depots. Configu-
ration 2 is based on the existing collaborative transport
planning methods mentioned earlier. In particular, we
follow the logic of Schwind et al. (2009) regarding the
automatic route-based evaluation of the request reallo-
cation. Upon implementation of that approach, they
noticed it is computationally intractable to evaluate
every potential request reallocation into all potential
routes. Accordingly, Schwind et al. (2009) developed a
simple distance-based measure to generate input for
the reallocation decision.

For configuration 2, we consider an alternative means
to keep the problem computationally tractable. Specifi-
cally, our approach extends the current collaborative
structure at Fritom, in which reallocation is consid-
ered for batches of delivery requests that make up the
load in a full shuttle trailer. Currently, the planners
manually identify loads that qualify for delivery by
the other business unit—and consider the potential
benefits for their business unit alone. We systematize
this procedure. Moreover, we allow daily changes in
shuttle capacity; the current shuttle capacity between
V �F and S �F is restricted to two truckloads. Config-
uration 2 assigns loads to a shuttle trailer according
to a prioritization list for each business unit. These
lists are constructed by calculating, for each load, the
difference between the distances from each depot to
the delivery location. Hence, a load with a destination
that is farther from the depot of the business unit that
received the request than from the other depot receives
high priority for reallocation. Starting with the initial
request allocation, as received by each business unit,
the volume of reallocated loads is increased iteratively
in batches of one full shuttle trailer. For each day,
we calculate the total travel distance associated with
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delivering loads (i.e., V �F’s and S �F’s delivery-route
lengths and the shuttle route length) for 0 to 10 shuttle
trailers—again using our nearest-neighbor heuristic. In
Experimental Results, we select the number of shuttle
trailers and corresponding reallocation of requests with
the lowest number of kilometers as representative in
this configuration.

Experimental Setting
We developed an experimental setting in which we sim-
ulate Fritom’s operations to consistently compare the
above configurations. We conducted the experiments
using one year (2012) of operational data obtained from
both business units. We merged the two data sets into a
single data set that specifies for each request the load
size, delivery location, delivery date, and originating
depot (i.e., the depot to which a load was actually
redirected). We cleaned the data set by eliminating loads
that were transported directly between their origin and
destination, and deleted requests with missing informa-
tion. Moreover, we translated the various measurement
units for load size in the original data sets into a single
unit. Finally, days at which the number of requests
and load volumes for one or both business units are
extremely high or low (e.g., because of holidays) are
excluded using a range of two times the standard devi-
ation from the mean. As a result, our experimental
analysis included 220 of 242 days of operations.

Experimental Results
Tables 1 and 2 display the experimental results. Table 1
lists the total travel distance associated with the two
proposed alternative configurations and the initial
situation (i.e., where our method constructed vehicle
routes for the initial request portfolios of V �F and S �F)
over the length of the entire experiment (220 days).
We express the total travel distance, which consists of

Initial request allocation: Configuration 1: Fixed Configuration 2: Variable
No collaboration geographical division geographical division

Delivery routes (km) 418371040 310871941 312381798
Shuttle routes (km) — 7871752 4341322
Total travel distance (km) 48371040 318751693 316731120

Table 1: Each of our proposed configurations considerably reduces the yearly total travel distances for both delivery
and shuttle routes.

delivery routes and shuttle routes, in kilometers (km).
Table 2 lists the relative total travel-distance reductions.
We conducted a paired t-test (with a degree of freedom
[Df] of 219) to assess whether the differences were
significant (at a significance level [Sig.] of 0.01) and
calculated Pearson’s r to determine the effect size.

The experimental results show that each proposed
collaborative configuration improves transport effi-
ciency compared to the situation without collaboration.
Configuration 1 results in the largest delivery-route
length reduction. Nonetheless, this configuration is
not appropriate for Fritom’s request characteristics
because of the inevitable inefficiencies associated with
transferring loads between the fixed geographical areas.
Many requests concern a load with an origin in the
geographical area of one depot and a destination in the
geographical area of the other. Therefore, the number
and volume of loads requiring a transfer is high. On
average, 7.4 shuttle trailers are required to transfer
loads from the south to the north and 6.4 trailers from
the north to the south. The inefficiency of the shuttle
trailer in this configuration resides mainly in the imbal-
ance between the volumes of loads to be transferred.
This imbalance results in hauling empty shuttle trailers.
Each year, configuration 1 includes 477 empty backhaul
shuttle trips. As a consequence, the delivery-route
costs savings are partially diminished by shuttle costs.
Configuration 2 outperforms configuration 1 by 5.2
percent (i.e., 202,573 km). This configuration imposes a
balanced volume of transferred loads, and allows the
number of shuttle trailers to vary from day to day to
improve the overall routing efficiency. Figure 1 displays
the corresponding number of shuttle trailers for each
operational day we considered, which varies between
two and nine days.

We assessed the performance of Fritom’s current
collaborative structure by running an experiment with
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Total km Savings Average km Effect
Configurations compared saved (%) saved per day t-value Df Sig. size (r )

Configuration 1 vs. Initial request allocation 9611347 19.9 41369 43,9 219 p < 0001 0.83
Configuration 2 vs. Initial request allocation 111631920 24,0 51290 54.9 219 p < 0001 0.88
Configuration 2 vs. Configuration 1 2021573 5.2 921 29,9 219 p < 0001 0.71

Table 2: Our proposed alternative collaborative configurations can considerably improve the efficiency of Fritom’s
domestic transportation. Configuration 2 significantly outperforms configuration 1.

two shuttle trailers using the method presented in
configuration 2. This experiment results in a total
travel distance of 3,933,541 km, of which 166,320 km
stem from operating the shuttle trailers. Compared
to this estimation of Fritom’s current collaborative
configuration, configuration 1 improves the total route
length by 1.4 percent (t42195= 4, p < 0001, r , 0.13), and
configuration 2 improves the total route length by
6.6 percent (t42195= 25, p < 0001, r , 0.65). We expect the
actual savings to be larger, because our approach for
assessing the current performance underestimates the
total travel distance. It applies our structured approach
for reallocating requests; in contrast, the planners
reallocate requests ad hoc, manually, and indepen-
dently of planners in the other depot. Nonetheless, our
experimental results provide quantitative empirical
evidence supporting the expectation that additional
enhancements to Fritom’s collaborative structure would
yield additional transport efficiency improvements.
From that perspective, configuration 2, with a variable
geographical division that extends Fritom’s current
collaborative logic, considerably outperforms configura-
tion 1, with its fixed geographical division—a division
often found in transportation network designs in the
literature.
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Figure 1: In Configuration 2, the number of shuttle trailers required to
facilitate the exchange of loads between V �F and S �F varies considerably
from day to day.

We also investigated the degree of specialization
associated with our proposed alternatives. Figures 2(a)
and 2(b) highlight delivery areas if they are visited by
only one business unit for more than 98 percent of the
operational days. In contrast to the fixed geographical
division of configuration 1, a considerable number of
delivery areas are visited by trucks from both depots
in configuration 2. Some delivery areas are visited
by trucks from both depots, which results in less
efficient delivery routes compared to configuration 1.
Nonetheless, because of the more efficient utilization of
shuttle trailer capacity, the overall savings are higher.

Academic literature has stressed the important
role that gain sharing has in collaborative transport

Figure 2(a): In configuration 1, the Netherlands is divided into two parts,
where each delivery area is visited only by trucks from either V �F (in the
north of the Netherlands) or S �F (in the south).
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Figure 2(b): In configuration 2, many delivery areas are visited by trucks
from both depots (depicted in solid light grey). The highlighted delivery
areas in the north and south are almost always visited by trucks from only
one depot.

initiatives. Mistrust about the fairness of the gain-
sharing policy in place has torn apart many collabora-
tive initiatives (Cruijssen et al. 2007). Fritom’s business
units V �F and S �F have their own profit and loss
responsibilities to the holding company; therefore,
understanding the cost and revenue implications of
the proposed collaborative configurations for each
business unit is important. Table 3 shows that V �F
receives a larger share of the overall benefits. A more
detailed analysis shows that the day-to-day variation
in cost savings for each business unit individually is
considerable—particularly for V �F; however, they both
gain from the collaboration every day. The degree of
specialization for each business unit appears to be a sig-
nificant driver for the differences in daily cost savings.
On average, the density of delivery loads is higher in
the north, which leads to a smaller specialization area
and more cost savings for V �F after the load exchange.

Currently, no benefit-sharing policy is in place at
Fritom, and designing such a policy was beyond the
scope of our research. Based on the results shown in
Table 3, however, V �F and S �F could equally share
the total cost savings. The implementation of a simple

V � F S � F

Total km saved (% of total savings) 638,911 (54.9%) 525,009 (45.1%)
Average km saved per day 2,904 2,386
Standard deviation km saved per day 1,422 575
Minimum daily km saved 280 867
Maximum daily km saved 7,056 4,282

Table 3: When the cost savings associated with configuration 2 are split
over the two business units, one can observe that V �F receives a larger
share of the total gain. Nevertheless, both V �F and S �F gain from the
enhanced collaboration.

gain-sharing policy should be feasible because V �F and
S �F are part of the same holding company. In several
other studies, where the fulfillment of a request is
completely executed by another carrier, the division of
revenues was a more complicating factor, because it
requires appropriating a value only to the carrier that
obtained the request—but has no involvement in its
fulfillment (Krajewska et al. 2008). Our collaborative
configurations consider only the delivery of loads;
therefore, they have no impact on the revenues of each
business unit. Regardless of which business unit finally
delivers the load, all revenues from the transportation
request remain at the business unit that received the
transportation request.

Implementation Process
We frequently discussed the (intermediary) results of
the above experiments with Fritom’s management.
During those meetings, the managers understood and
confirmed the limitations associated with the inability
of configuration 1 to cope with the large imbalance
in shuttle trailer freight flows. More important, the
managers corroborated the estimated improvement
potential of configuration 2. They indicated that a cost
of E1 per km is a valid approximation for the actual
transportation costs associated with delivering loads
domestically—including fuel, labor, and depreciation
costs. Accordingly, the expected yearly cost saving of
configuration 2 is approximately E255,788, compared
to the company’s current collaborative configuration.
Based on our experimental results, Fritom has started
implementing configuration 2. As the first step, it
gradually increased the number of shuttle trailers
from two to four each day. Implementing this step
corresponds to an approximate yearly cost saving
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of E172,203. Fritom’s management decided to start
the implementation with a stable number of shuttle
trailers because this was easy to implement while a
significant part of the total achievable efficiency gains
could already be attained. Based on our experiments,
operating a fifth daily shuttle trailer would reduce the
efficiency gap to E53,848.

Fritom’s objective is to fully implement configu-
ration 2 in the short term. This requires operating
a dynamic number of shuttle trailers in response to
the daily variations in load volumes and imbalance
between both business units’ sets of requests. Fritom
stressed the need for additional IT support to realize
this implementation. First, all information regarding the
delivery loads with a due date of the next day should
be available simultaneously when the load exchange
decision is made. This information is needed to deter-
mine which and how many loads are to be assigned
to the shuttle trailers. In principle, the synchronous
availability of this information is embedded in Fritom’s
current collaborative process. Nevertheless, at the start
of our research project, V �F and S �F had different—
weakly integrated—transport management systems,
which hindered automatic extraction of the required
data. Fritom is currently installing a single transport
management system in which all business units can
record their transaction data, such as transportation
requests. Moreover, we created an IT tool to implement
the algorithms from configuration 2. This tool structures
and strengthens Fritom’s current collaborative planning
process by considerably increasing the number of loads
exchanged. Its implementation can start when the new
transport management system is fully implemented.
During several multiday visits to the business units,
we identified and reported potential challenges to the
IT tool’s implementation. Based on these visits, we
formulated the following recommendations to Fritom’s
management.

Recommendation 1: At both planning departments,
we observed that certain types of loads are not con-
sidered for a transfer even when their delivery area
can be serviced more efficiently from the other depot.
For example, the current policy dictates that loads
bigger than six Euro-pallets are not transferred between
depots. Moreover, a planner might want to retain full
control over the delivery of a load for a particular
reason; for example, the planner wants to maintain

customer intimacy, the delivery time window is narrow,
or the delivery area requires a specialized driver. To
efficiently service these exception loads, many nonex-
ception loads, which could be transferred, are placed
in routes with exception loads. This enables the ful-
fillment of exception loads by means of routes with
acceptable efficiency; however, even a few exception
loads each day may result in large collateral damage.
We observed that the planners sometimes have diffi-
culty in identifying sufficient loads to fill two shuttle
truckloads. Our experimental results show that the
optimal number of shuttle trailers is five on average
when no exceptions are considered. Consequently, we
recommend analyzing the various types of exception
loads and determining, for each type, the need to con-
sider it as exceptional. Fritom’s managers can use our
proposed method to calculate the transportation costs
for each exception type and weigh the costs against
their reasons for considering particular exceptions.

Recommendation 2: The manual, ad hoc, and uni-
lateral transfer decisions in the current collaborative
structure leave many operational synergies unexploited.
We observed that the planners at both business units
generally use their ability to transfer loads to eliminate
those loads that they cannot deliver efficiently from
their depots. The planners currently identify few loads
that can be fulfilled more efficiently by means of a
transfer if those loads can be fulfilled at an acceptable
efficiency level from their own depots. We note that,
up to a certain number of shuttle trailers, for each load
that is transferred to the other depot, a “better” load
returns. Without OR support, identifying which and
how many loads should be transferred is difficult. The
objective of the IT tool we developed to implement
configuration 2 is to automatically identify those loads.
We recommend using a tool that can systematize the
transfer decisions at both business units.

Recommendation 3: We considered the impact of
implementing configuration 2 on the depot operations
(i.e., where the loads from incoming shuttle trailers are
transshipped to delivery vehicles), although this was
not part of our initial setup. The number of transferred
loads usually increases with the implementation of
configuration 2, which leads to increased material
handling at the depot. Fritom’s managers have said
that they expect the transportation cost reductions to
substantially exceed the expected additional material
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handling costs. Nonetheless, any negative impact of
the new collaborative transportation setting on the
depots’ operational performance should be mitigated.
We recommend a minor redesign of the depots’ internal
layout and workforce planning to cope with handling
loads from the shuttle trailers. The new layout should
enable material handlers to quickly identify loads
that need to be placed in the shuttle. Implementing
configuration 2 will also require a shift in the number
of available material handlers over time.

We finalized our research by presenting the above
recommendations to Fritom’s managers and by dis-
cussing our experimental and observational analyses.
The managers validated our findings and agreed to
implement the recommendations accordingly.

Future Outlook
We conclude this paper with an overview of promising
areas for future academic research and innovations. We
consider the academic state of the art, Fritom’s current
practices, and the contribution and limitations of the
solution techniques we propose in this paper.

Figure 3 plots the efficiency improvements in domes-
tic transportation that Fritom can realize through var-
ious collaborative configurations. We proposed and
compared two alternative collaborative structures that
focus on the delivery of loads that are redirected
to a depot. Our experiments showed that configura-
tion 2 (i.e., variable geographical division) significantly
outperforms configuration 1 (i.e., fixed geographical
division).

Optimal
solution to

 Fritom’s GPDP

Configuration 2
two shuttles

Configuration 1
fixed geographical division

No collaboration Fritom now

Configuration 2
five shuttles

Configuration 2
varying shuttles

Figure 3: Fritom has realized large efficiency improvements in domestic transportation through the collaboration
between V �F and S �F. It can realize additional improvements by restructuring and strengthening this collaboration.

Our study provides several opportunities for future
research and innovation. First, the proposed solutions
for Fritom’s collaborative transport planning can be
refined to provide more transport efficiency improve-
ments. Currently, our best alternative configuration
identifies loads that qualify for a transfer by using a
simple distance-based prioritization and assigns loads
to the shuttle trailers in batches of one full trailer. Our
experimental results indicate that Fritom can achieve
substantial cost savings by focusing on the assignment
of delivery loads to shuttle trailers, while taking the
delivery routes from each depot into account—even
when it uses simple solution techniques. This highlights
the opportunities for future research to develop meta
heuristics for the problem (Appendix A). The devel-
opment of such heuristics would also enable Fritom
to more clearly understand the loss of simplicity that
results from using methods such as those we present
in this paper; that is, a simple method will typically
generate less improvement than a sophisticated method.
Second, the search for alternative collaborative con-
figurations can be expanded by considering aspects
that were beyond the scope of our study. For example,
Fritom could consider the assignment of pickups to
depots. We note that such an expansion would dramat-
ically increase the problem complexity because of the
need to consider multiple planning periods.

Although collaborative transport planning can con-
siderably improve transport efficiency, any collaborative
approach can be outperformed by centralized joint
route planning (Berger and Bierwirth 2010, Wang et al.
2014). In this paper, we defined the GPDP as a new
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class of pickup and delivery problems that matches
this joint planning route planning problem. Promising
areas for future research include many aspects of the
GPDP that the literature does not yet address. One
example is the development of solution methods to
construct routes that consider all GPDP fulfillment
choices.

Appendix A
We model the problem as follows. Let G= 4V 1A5 denote a
directed graph, where V =V DEP ∪V CST is the set of nodes
and A is the set of arcs. The set of depots is represented by
V DEP = 8v11 0 0 0 1 vd9, and V CST represents the set of customers,
where vi ∈ V CST correspond to customer i, i = d+ 11 0 0 0 1 d+n.
Each customer i has a demand equal to qi > 0, which is
located at a given depot. We define �io as a binary constant
equal to one if and only if the load of customer i, vi ∈ V CST

is located at depot o, vo ∈ V DEP. Let m be the number of
vehicles available at each depot, where each vehicle has a
given capacity Q. Let cij and tij denote, respectively, the travel
cost and the travel time from node vi ∈ V to node vj ∈ V . The
service time of a node is equal to �i, ∀vi ∈V , where �i = 0,
∀vo ∈ V DEP. The route duration, which is the sum of the total
travel time and service time, may not exceed T . Let p be the
number of shuttle trailers, where the maximum total load
allowed to enter a shuttle trailer at a depot o, vo ∈V DEP is
given by Q̃. Each shuttle trailer visits all depots, and the
corresponding routing costs are given by c̃.

We define the following binary variables. The variable xijko
is equal to one if and only if vehicle k ∈ 811 0 0 0 1m9 coming
from depot o, vo ∈ V DEP visits node vj ∈ V immediately after
node vi ∈ V . Let yio be equal to one if and only if customer
i, vi ∈ V CST , is assigned to depot o, vo ∈ V DEP. Variable ril is
equal to one if and only if customer i, vi ∈ V CST , is assigned
to shuttle trailer l, l ∈ 811 0 0 0 1 p9. Variable r̃l is equal to one
if and only if shuttle trailer l, l ∈ 811 0 0 0 1 p9, is used in the
solution. Then, we can formulate the problem as follows:

min
∑

vi∈V

∑

vj∈V

m
∑

k=1

∑

vo∈V
DEP

cijxijko +

p
∑

l=1

c̃r̃l (1)

subject to
∑

vo∈V
DEP

yio = 11 vi ∈ V CST1 (2)

∑

vj∈V

m
∑

k=1

xijko − yio = 01 vi ∈ V CST3

vo ∈ V DEP1 (3)
∑

vj∈V

xojko ≤ 11 vo ∈ V DEP3 k = 11 0 0 0 1m1 (4)

∑

vj∈V

xijko = 01 vo ∈ V DEP3 vo 6= vi3

k = 11 0 0 0 1m1 (5)

∑

vj∈V

xjiko −
∑

vj∈V

xijko = 01 vi ∈ V 3 vo ∈ V DEP3

k = 11 0 0 0 1m1 (6)
∑

vi∈V

∑

vj∈V

qixijko ≤Q1 vo ∈ V DEP3

k = 11 0 0 0 1m1 (7)
∑

vi∈V

∑

vj∈V

4tij + �i5xijko ≤ T 1 vo ∈ V DEP3

k = 11 0 0 0 1m1 (8)
∑

vi∈S

∑

vj∈S

xijko ≤ �S� − 1 S ∈ V CST3 �S� ≥ 23

vo ∈ V DEP3 k = 11 0 0 0 1m1 (9)

∑

vo∈V
DEP

�ioyio +

p
∑

l=1

ril = 1 vi ∈ V CST1 (10)

∑

i∈V CST

�ioqiril ≤ Q̃r̃l1 vo ∈ V DEP3

l = 11 0 0 0 1 p1 (11)

xijko ∈ 801191 vi ∈ V 3 vj ∈ V 3 vo ∈ V DEP3

k = 11 0 0 0 1m1 (12)

yio ∈ 801191 vi ∈ V 3 vo ∈ V DEP1 (13)

ril ∈ 801191 vi ∈ V CST3 l = 11 0 0 0 1 p1 (14)

r̃l ∈ 801191 l = 11 0 0 0 1 p0 (15)

The objective (1) minimizes the total routing cost of the
vehicles and the shuttle trailers. Constraints (2)–(9) come
from the formulation of Vidal et al. (2012) and model the
assignment of customers to depots and the routing of vehicles
from the depots. Because of constraints (2) and (3), customers
are assigned to exactly one depot and visited by a vehicle
assigned to that depot. Constraints (4) guarantee that a
vehicle is used at most once. Constraints (5) ensure that
a vehicle never visits a depot to which it is not assigned.
Constraints (6) are the flow conservation constraints. Con-
straints (7) and (8) guarantee that, respectively, the capacity
of the vehicles and the maximum route duration are never
exceeded. Constraints (9) are the subtour elimination con-
straints. If and only if an item is served by a vehicle from
a depot at which the load is not located, it is assigned to
exactly one shuttle trailer because of constraints (10). An
item can only be assigned to a used shuttle trailer, and the
maximum load allowed to enter a shuttle trailer at a depot is
never exceeded because of constraints (11).

Appendix B
Configuration 1

1 For each postcode area A in the Netherlands do
2 Compute the distance to each depot
3 Assign area A to the closest depot
4 Next
5 For each Depot o do
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6 Compute the number of shuttle trailers
needed to transfer loads between the depots

7 While �Ro�> 0 do
8 Construct route using the

Nearest-neighbor heuristic
9 Loop

10 Next
11 Record total routing cost (in km)
12 Create set M containing the central postcode

areas of the Netherlands
13 For each area A in M
14 Randomly switch assigned depot
15 For each depot o do
16 Compute the number of shuttle trailers

needed to transfer loads
between the depots

17 While �Ro�> 0 do
18 Construct route using the

Nearest-neighbor heuristic
19 Loop
20 Next
21 Record total routing cost (in km) for iteration A
22 Next
23 Return the solution with the lowest routing cost.

Configuration 2
1 For each Depot o do
2 Compute score Z for all loads in Ro

(i.e., the difference between the distances
from the delivery location
of load k to each depot)

3 next
4 For p = 0 to 10 shuttle trailers do
5 For each depot o do
6 Fill shuttle trailer p with loads

with the highest Z scores
7 While �Ro�> 0 do
8 Construct route using the

Nearest-neighbor heuristic
9 Loop

10 Next
11 Record the total routing cost

(in km) for iteration p

12 next
13 Return the solution with the

lowest routing cost.
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Verification Letter
Joris Wijnja, Operations Manager Veenstra, Fritom, P.O.

Box 6, 8620 AA Heeg, Netherlands, writes:
“In this letter, I verify the study reported in the article

‘Improved collaborative transport planning at Dutch logistics
service provider Fritom’ carried out in collaboration with
a team of researchers (Paul Buijs, Jose Lopez, Marjolein
Veenstra and Kees Jan Roodbergen) from the Department of
Operations at the University of Groningen. The study is part
of a long-term ongoing research effort towards improved
collaborative transportation within the Fritom group, which
we started in November 2012. The article covers a project
that was conducted between January 2013 and March 2014,
during which operations managers and planners from several
Fritom business units actively collaborated with the team
of researchers. The aim of the project was to improve the
overall efficiency of our domestic freight transportation
services. Specifically, the project was focused at structuring the
decisions planners make when determining which delivery
loads are exchanged between the two depots that are used in
domestic transportation.

“The article accurately describes the current collaborative
transport planning processes and network configurations
of the two business units involved in our domestic freight
transportation. Each of the two business units provided the
researchers with full access to their operational data. The
researchers transparently communicated how they cleaned
and used the data for their analyses as presented in the
paper. Moreover, there were several formal and informal
meetings during which (intermediary) results were presented
and discussed. Accordingly, I confidently verify the reported
estimated cost savings associated with implementing the
proposed alternatives—over E260.000 per annum for the best
alternative.

“I strongly believe in the need of Operations Research (OR)
tools to break through our currently unilateral perspective
on collaborative transport planning. Despite our positive
experience with the current collaboration, I expect that little
additional benefits can be accrued from our collaborative
endeavors without the support of OR tools. The tool devel-
oped and tested within this study confirms this expectation.
The tool structures the load exchange decisions that are

currently made manually and ad-hoc. Moreover, the tool
allows the planners at each business unit to gain insights in
the overall performance of our domestic transportation. With
those insights, we can further exploit the operational syner-
gies that exist between the two business units and improve
the service levels and cost-effectiveness of our operations.
Lastly, I verify that we intend to implement and fully use the
tool in the near future. The recommendations put forward in
the paper are important first steps in that regard.”
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